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iCEO Investors on DemandTM
What is it?
iCEO Investors on Demand™ is a multi-country and multi-industry platform dedicated
to the recruitment of C-level executives offering personal investment capabilities.
This unique value-added service allows companies to address 2 major issues especially
when implementing a strategic shift: reinforce management with new skills and inject
fresh funds. This is an incredible leverage for companies who do get a talented and
committed executive on board with a limited impact on their P&L.

Why is it different?
Over the last 10 years, our unique approach of executive recruitment iCEO
Management on Demand™ has largely proven that there is room for a customized and
time-efficient matching service without the weight or the cost of heavy structures and
processes; this 'out of the box' methodology is now being extended to iCEO Investors
on Demand™.

Positioned at the heart of traditional executive search solutions, Business Angels
introduction services and sophisticated fundraising processes, iCEO Investors on
Demand™ is a specialized solution that offers a customized and professional assistance
throughout both the recruitment and the investment structuring processes.
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What are the benefits for companies?
 Exclusivity: Exclusive access to our certified C-level iCEO Investors™ group with
immediately available personal investment capability (>150KUSD).
 Flexibility: according to your needs and expectations, you can opt for the
combined "Executive Investor" option (for Executive Director's or non-Executive
Director's positions) or for the “Investor only” option, with no associated
recruitment.
 Reactivity: access to a customized selection of iCEO Investors™ in less than 10
business days thanks to our powerful and proven certification, qualification and
matching methodology.
 Cost-efficiency: our unique methodology offers competitive pricing compared to
existing market solutions.
 Expertise: Access to our multilingual consulting experts to assist with the entire
process through closing.
 Capabilities: Ability for CEO Worldwide to organize a pooling of iCEO Investors™
to address substantial financial needs.
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What are the benefits for candidates?
 Privileged access to a deal flow of exclusive opportunities sourced, selected and
qualified by our iCEO Investors™ experts.
 Personalized and confidential access to opportunities matching your experience,
qualitative and financial expectations. Should your situation change in the
future, simply update your profile by logging on our web site and we’ll make sure
you receive opportunities that keep matching your objectives.
 Ability to team up with other certified iCEO Investors™ to access bigger
investment opportunities: should you be willing to invest in a company that
needs more than what you can or want, we’ll do the pooling.
 Access to our iCEO Investors™ experts to assist with the process through closing.
 All your information can be updated at your convenience; it remains confidential
until your profile is selected and transmitted upon your prior approval.
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